
Future of field service
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Transforming field service
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Information and connectivity
The ever-changing landscape of information 
technology generates new possibilities for 
companies to drive customer satisfaction 

Rising strategic value
Customer service is fast evolving from a traditional 
cost center to a powerful customer loyalty enabler

Technology disruptors
Technology disruptors uncover new 
opportunities for companies to evolve customer 
service as a competitive differentiator

The customer service landscape is rapidly evolving and demands of service organizations continue to grow

The world of customer service is changing…
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Disruptive technologies enable these paradigm shifts

…resulting in paradigm shifts in 
field service operations 

JOURNEY

DETAILS

FUTURE 
CAPABILITIES

PRIMARY 
FUNCTION

An issue or 
maintenance event 
occurs on 
equipment or is 
predicted to occur

Monitoring system 
identifies error 
and sends to 
customer service 
system

Customer service 
system captures 
error and alerts the 
customer via mobile 
app and provides 
repair guidance

Customer attempts 
to resolve issue 
(self-service) using 
repair guidance from 
knowledge system

If unable to resolve, 
customer contacts 
contact center for 
remote triage and 
support

If still unable to 
resolve, AI 
recommends parts 
and contact center 
schedules tech to 
address issue on site

If still unable to 
resolve, technician 
contacts supervisor 
who provides 
remote support

Upon completion, 
field service 
solution sends 
work order info 
to knowledge 
system 

• Remote monitoring
• Predictive maintenance
• Preventative maintenance
• Automated customer alerts

• Overlaid self-service instructions
• See-what-I-see/remote support
• Video capture for future use of data

• Parts recommendations
• Scheduling with optimization
• Overlaid work instructions
• See-what-I-see/remote support
• Video capture for future use

• Equipment data
• Work order 

findings and 
resolutions 

• Travel time
• Video data

Service event Asset utilization
monitoring 

Service software 
response

Customer 
self-service 

Remote 
assistance 

Second-wave
support

Augmentation 
and remote 
assistance 

Update case

MARKET
TRENDS

Issue detection Self-service resolution Expert support Close case

Monitoring and proactive detection Self-service First time fix rates Knowledge 
management
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Installation, repair, and preventative maintenance usually performed by technicians or engineers enabled with 
field service management technology solutions

Our definition of field service…

• Requests installation of new asset
• Reports issue related to an existing 

asset at a site 

• Handles inbound cases
• Creates a work order
• Books appointments 

• Builds/manages jobs/mobile resources
• Optimizes job scheduling based on 

technician skills, routing, etc. 
• Supports technicians in the field

• Receives work orders from dispatcher
• Manages/updates job progress
• Perform the work and service reports

Asset data and 
analytics

Contract-based
maintenance schedules

New sales/installation 
and maintenance

Customer contact for 
break fix

Customer 
service

Projects/ 
installations

Planned 
maintenance

Proactive 
monitoring/IoT

Entitlements

Warranties

Customer Call center agent Dispatcher Mobile employee

PRIMARY PERSONAS

TRIGGERS

Asset and parts 
management

Work order/ 
tasks

Time and costScheduling 
and dispatch

KnowledgeInventorySkillsLocations Workflow SLATeams

Core field service activities

Upsell/Cross-sell QA processes

TRIGGER TO WORK ORDER COMPLETION AND REPORTING
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Complexity is rising in all aspects of service

Customers demand real-time and personalized outcomes

Service delivery will become more interconnected and
ecosystem strategies may determine winners and losers

New talent and service delivery models will be required to 
effectively deliver exemplary service

Innovative technologies like IoT, AI, and AR will manifest in 
various levels of maturities but will be a core requirement

Disruptions Themes

A series of disruptive forces are profoundly changing the way service is delivered

…helped us focus on themes and disruptions that 
elevate the human experience...

1

2

3

4

5

Elevated 
human 

experience

Distributed 
complexity

Personalized 
and proactive

Integrated 
ecosystems

Innovative 
technologies

Workforce 
redefined
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The first step in the transformation journey is mapping the current maturity of operations and developing client-specific strategies to 
move organizations down the maturity curve toward their “future of field service”

…and drive field service transformation

• Case creation
• Case classification and routing
• Work order management
• Field visit report
• Complaint handling
• Customer communication
• Channel integration
• Service reports

• Scheduling and dispatch
• Warranty and entitlements
• Installed base management
• Parts management
• Tools management
• Inventory management
• Shipping and receiving
• Installation coordination
• Certificates and e-signatures

• Proactive service (IoT)
• Omnichannel support
• Customer service community
• Technical bulletin management
• Customer satisfaction surveys
• Knowledge-enabled operations

• Post-market surveillance
• Signal detection and thresholds
• AR/VR field service enablement

Predictive service
Issue prediction through forecasting, 
advance analytics, and AI 

Proactive
Issue elimination before 
reported by customer

Planned
Prevent issue through 
scheduled maintenance

Reactive
Fix when broken

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
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Understanding the challenges in field service today and the future opportunities helps 
companies build their unique transformation strategy and plan 

Field service transformation

Loss of service revenue
Service revenue losses due to factors such as contract 
leakages, inaccurate time/parts reporting, and other 
operational inefficiencies

Cost of non-compliance
The vast number of government guidelines for compliance 
challenge businesses to not be in any violations; this leaves 
companies open to potential financial penalties, lawsuits, 
audits, and even dissolution

Technician shortages of aging workforce
Many field service organizations are now faced with their 
seasoned, tenured field service technicians fast approaching 
retirement age and a shortage of skilled workers

Keeping pace with rapidly evolving technologies
Most out of the box field service solutions available today
are fast evolving into more comprehensive applications; 
clients are forced to adapt to the everchanging landscape

Reduce costs
With new technology and strategy options, service 
organizations have new opportunities to reduce overall cost 
of service

Service deflection to preventive and self-serve
Deflecting service through implementation of strategies 
such as self service, remote support, proactive, and 
predictive service helps keep service organizations nimble 
and their customers happy

Transition of legacy service model to IoT and 
AI-enabled smart model
Connected devices and artificial intelligence are opening 
new opportunities to keep the service organization highly 
effective both in terms of cost as well as operations

Increase visibility to operations
With implementation of global field service applications, 
business leaders are able to view service operations 
through a number of strategic lenses; operational trends 
and metrics help evolve service operations efficiencies 

Strategies to help navigate through these opportunities and challenges are detailed in the appendix

Challenges Opportunities

helps companies overcome operational challenges 
and capitalize on marketplace opportunities
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Proactive detection
Using IoT data and analytics, proactively 
communicate potential or actual maintenance 
issues to customers and resolve leading to a better 
customer experience and reduced unplanned 
downtime

Intelligent work assignments
Automatically assigning tickets and work orders 
based on issue type and skills to reduce handoffs 
and reduce the time-to-fix

Self-service
Providing customers access to data, next best 
actions, and tools to receive remote assistance
can reduce the number of inbound tickets
in Tier 1 support

Most transformation programs 
include some of these themes

Intelligent workflows
Automated workflows can help drive efficiencies 
between the dispatcher, technician, and customer 
(and dealer) that will help reduce the time-to-fix

Intelligent parts recommendations
Using AI, provide parts recommendations 
based on customer self service and customer 
care triage data to increase first time fix rates 
and reduce the time-to-fix

Access to data
Capturing and sharing data from equipment 
findings and resolutions throughout the issue-to-
resolution process can enable more self service 
and reduce the time-to-fix
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Where 
to start
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Strategy

Human 
experience

Service 
delivery

Data/knowledge at 
the core

• Begin by defining value—for the customer, resellers, 
employees, and business … and for the human experience

• Figure out the roles service plays in the entirety of the 
customer journey and business value chain and enable it

• Leverage advanced analytics to inform strategy and 
operational excellence

• Adopt an agile approach to assembling the components 
of capability building (e.g., strategy and POC/Vs)

• Build service delivery, operational, talent, and 
technology ecosystems to enable value

• Lay the foundation for cognitive capabilities as, 
ultimately, they will be table stakes

• Establish an innovation capability to address the 
inevitable change in behaviors and expectations arising 
from current and yet unknown disruptors

Through our experience, we have defined an approach for our clients to define their future of field service

Begin by establishing design dimensions…

Future 
of work

8 design dimensions

FUTURE OF 
SERVICE 

ENABLEMENT

Operations and 
support

Enabling 
technologies

Cognitive 
capabilities
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Field service is defined differently by industry and even individual organizations within industries

…and clearly define the highest impact areas 
for your company

Enterprise 
functions Support Service Billing QA and compliance

Enterprise 
functions Case creation Case 

processing Case closure Support 
management

Work order 
creation

Assignment 
and 

scheduling

Parts ordering 
and inventory

Work order 
processing Service closure Invoicing Compliance Analytics

Contact 
management Chatbot Case 

management
Closure criteria 

engine
Knowledge 

management
Service/repair 

creation
Shipping and 

receiving
Parts 

management
Work order 

management
Closure criteria 

engine Billing Compliance Customer master 
data

Account 
management

Internet of 
things

Complaint 
management

Automated 
closure Surveys Installation 

coordination
Assignment 

criteria mgmt.
Returns 

processing
Tools 

management
Automated 

closure
Invoice 

management
Product quality 

complaints
Reporting and 

dashboards

Product 
management Email to case Adverse event 

determination Two-step closure Warranty and 
entitlements

Preventive 
maintenance

Scheduling and 
dispatch

Inventory 
management

Certificates and 
e-signatures Two step closure Payments Adverse event 

mgmt.
Identity and

access mgmt.

Contract 
management

Spam filtering 
engine

Regulatory 
determination

Post closure 
locks

Customer 
communication

Account 
maintenance

Cycle count 
management

Time and 
expense tracking

Post closure 
locks

Real-time
balance mgmt.

Advanced 
analytics

Self-service 
portal

Regulatory 
report creation

Templates and 
customer docs Field visit report Revenue 

management

Manual case 
creation

Manual reg. 
Report 

submission

Installed base 
management

Technical 
bulletins Tax and freight

Classification 
and routing

Report 
e-submission

Recalls 
management

Augmented 
reality

Complaint 
intake/triage Field actions

Customers EmployeesCHANNELS
Email Web Phone Community Field visit MobileDesktop

Partners

CommunityChat Social

Core FS 
capabilities

KEY

Other service
capabilities
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Developing a cohesive technology strategy early can help organizations transform more quickly

Evaluate innovative technologies to enable the vision

Augmented reality platforms

Knowledge management

Customer/field service platform

OPPORTUNITIES

Future of      
field service

Manage cases, work orders, and resources with 
automated workflow and communications

Gather and analyze asset data and trigger actions 
like automated case creation from faults and alerts

Enable “see what I can see” capabilities, provide key 
information during issue resolution process, and 

distribute to knowledge management system

Aggregate and make data available 
throughout the issue-to-resolution process

IoT technology

Provide next best action opportunities and 
insights based on knowledge base as well as 
resource and parts planning/forecasting

AI platform
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Deloitte’s field service transformation offering

Field service strategy

• Consumption based 
models

• Mixed labors models 
(internal/external)

• Predictive/preventative 
maintenance

• Capacity planning

Digital tools and 
enablement

• Self service portals

• Work order 
management, routing, 
and scheduling 
solutions

• Mobile solutions

• Artificial intelligence

• Augmented reality

• IoT

Performance 
management

• KPI development

• BI tools

• Technician 
incentive plans

Business process

Globally, Deloitte has over 250 consultants focused on helping companies transform their field service organizations

• Customer interaction

• Dispatch operations

• Field operations

• Depot/parts operations

• Management

WHO WE SUPPORT
Executives seeking to define 
new service revenue streams, 
improve customer/employee 
experiences, reduce risk, and 
decrease operating costs

WHAT WE DO
Provide field service 
transformation services to help 
our clients accomplish their 
strategy and operational goals

WHO WE WORK WITH
We bring the power of our 
domain experience with our 
alliance partners’ technology 
platforms to deliver solutions 
that drive business value  

WHAT WE DO
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Appendix
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Challenges and 
opportunities

STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS 
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There are many ways to help combat loss of service revenue

Loss of service revenue

Contract enforcement
System-driven contract entitlement automation to 
enforce scope of services performed with 
contractual agreements for the customer can help 
plug service revenue leakage considerably.

Remote assistance monetization and tracking
remote assistance is often provided by customer 
support without an effective monetization strategy, 
which is lost opportunity in terms of service 
revenue. Remote support can be monetized 
through strategies such as contract entitlements or 
subscriptions.

Service-driven lead generation tracking
effective tracking of new leads generated by field 
service helps address situations where revenue is 
not correctly attributed to service. An effective 
process here can help encourage even more 
revenue generation through service support.

Returns tracking
A robust returns process can help in maintaining 
compliance. In addition to that it also helps in 
supporting refurbishment processes. 

Robust/automated time tracking
mature and accurate activity tracking processes can 
help ensure customers are fairly billed for the work 
performed thereby reducing service revenue losses.

Locally sourced parts
newer service models like subscription-based 
service help enforce usage of authorized parts and 
thus cut revenue leakage caused due to locally 
sourced parts. 
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Field service transformation solutions help enforce compliance

Cost of non-compliance

Enabling safety in 
workplace and beyond

Utilizing state of the art technology 
enablers to pioneer workforce 
safety; some technology enablers 
include augmented reality, 
remote monitoring through fixed 
cameras/drones

Compliance enforcement 
through workflows

Utilizing system-enforced 
workflows and validations 
optimized to enable compliance; 
carefully designed automations 
can help compliance enforcement 
without impacting process 
efficiencies

Security and segregation 
of duty
Mature security model to help 
ensure information access 
optimized for each job profile; too 
much access could introduce 
compliance risk, on the other 
hand, excessively conservative 
access models impact business 
efficiency

Minimizing business 
liability

Utilization of technologies that 
help minimize business liability; 
some technology enablers include 
geo-tracking, e-signature/wet 
signs, video/picture capture

Audit compliance and 
history tracking

Focus on audit compliance 
enforced by optimized data quality 
enforcement as well as a balanced 
history tracking strategy
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Many organizations are concerned about their inability to deliver service to their customers in 
the future and are working on strategies to reduce risk

Technician shortages—aging workforce

Attract/retain highly-skilled talent 
Creating a culture of communication, collaboration, 
and engagement allows skilled workers to stay on 
board longer. Access to new technologies can keep 
them intellectually engaged and motivated.

Increase productivity
Implement strategies to help reduce headcount 
such as enabling self service, implementing bots, 
and enabling effective remote service technologies

Customer self help
Providing sufficient tools for customers to help 
themselves can reduce dependencies on a large 
number of field support technicians and help with 
technician shortages.

Internet of things (IoT)
Improve service delivery using advanced 
technologies. IoT can gather more data, more 
frequently, to make accurate diagnoses and prevent 
the need for more complex repairs. 

Augmented reality (AR)
AR can provide new technicians with quality training 
material; offer customer and technicians step by 
step repair guidance; and enable remote assistance 
from expert technicians. AR can also help effectively 
store most experienced technicians’ knowledge. 

Artificial intelligence (AI)
AI can help new technicians by automating service 
call checklists and parts management, analyzing 
performance patterns, and helping to diagnose 
issues and make recommendations for action. In 
addition, AI can trigger workflows if it anticipates 
that asset repairs will be needed soon.

Strategies Technology enablers
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Optimized 
customizations

Since all available 
technology are rapidly 
updating capabilities, a 
careful assessment on 
utilizing out of the box 
features and enhancing key 
capabilities through 
customization should be 
done—keeping in mind 
scalability and future 
compatibility

Road map-driven 
approach

Putting together a 3 to 5-
year road map to 
conceptualize an 
organization-wide field 
service vision; the road map 
can help enable short-term 
initiatives to assimilate 
constructively towards the 
long-term vision

Quantifying objectives 

Clear and quantified 
objectives enable field 
service technology 
programs to deliver greater 
value and help measure 
success

Vendor analysis

Technology decisions can 
greatly impact overall 
success; it is recommended 
to  have a thorough 
selection process to identify 
the best fit with respect to 
the objectives of the service 
transformation

Most out of the box field service solutions available today are fast evolving into more 
comprehensive applications. Clients recognize the demand to adapt to the ever-
changing landscape.

Keeping pace with rapidly 
evolving technologies
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Opportunities

Though many companies have addressed this through optimization, there are still many 
opportunities to continue that cycle

Reducing operating costs

Service deflection enablement
Achieving service deflection through self 
service, artificial intelligence-driven 
support models, and remote service can 
help reduce costs substantially

Connected assets
Cost reduction through implementation of 
predictive service techniques enabled by 
connected assets that send potential issue 
information before a major breakdown 
occurs

Parts and tool compatibility
System driven parts/tools compatibility 
enablement and enforcement

Maturity of scheduling and dispatch rules
Reducing costs by optimizing dispatch process 
through employing information such as skills, 
proximity, priority, account allocations for 
scheduling and dispatch

AI-driven optimizations
Reduction of costs through route and 
schedule optimizations driven by artificial 
intelligence

Intelligent parts forecasting
Optimizing parts procurement through parts 
forecasting using traditional algorithms as well 
as artificial intelligence
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Self-service strategies
Empowering customer through effective self-
service strategies such as customer portal, 
bots, customer knowledge base support, 
mobile app support (with asset health alerts)

IoT and connected assets
Internet of Things-enabled predictive 
service delivery helps as an effective 
strategy to reduce truck rolls

Remote support maturity 
Focus on evolving remote support capabilities 
through technology enablers such as remote 
diagnostics and fixes; maturity of level 1 remote 
support can considerably reduce truck rolls

Getting most of one field visit
Enabling systems that help resolve multiple 
jobs as well as potential issues in the same 
visit can be an effective strategy to reduce the 
number of service visits overall

Many companies have a goal of reducing truck roles by resolving issues upstream as part 
of the future of service vision and being more efficient when they must roll a truck

Service deflection

Opportunities
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Outcome-based 
service

Service is assured based 

on parameters such as:

• Uptime

• Number of usage 

cycles

Transaction-based 
service

Predefined service delivery 

based on:

• Repair incidents

• Planned service events 

(maintenance)

Transition from a product to service-based 
business model

Drive profitability through exclusive use of the product without 
being the owner

Service delivery models  Transition from product-based to service-based 
potential benefits

Easier upgrades to a more advanced version of the product or 
a latest technology

Pay per service product owner/manufacturer cannot sell excess 
products as consumers pay per service

Shorter deployment cycle enabling organizations to boost productivity

More professional care of the product resulting in long shelf 
life of the product

Less 
flexible

More 
flexible

Monetization
How service is 
monetized?

Packaging
What services 
offered together?

Delivery
How are services 
delivered?

Consumption levers
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Implement global field service solutions to help increase visibility to operations and communications

Increase visibility to operations

C U S T O M E R S  &  T E C H N I C I A N S

Field 
service 

Customer
Service Marketing

Customer
portal SMS Mobile Field enablement AR application ConsoleTechnician 

portal Direct mail

Real-time insights Real-time analytics, automation, and experience delivery

SUPPORTING CAPABILITIESVALUE DELIVERY

Enhanced visibility

Human 
capital

• Productivity gains and drives customer satisfaction 
• High touch responsiveness at scale
• Preventive services and quick solutions
• Increase utilization and improve service turnaround time
• Initiate and drive customer demanded product innovation
• Shapes marketing/sales campaigns and higher levels of customer intimacy

• Real-time information flow between the enterprise and field
• Self service with virtual supervision of the top frequently occurring issues
• “See what I see” and/or augmentation of service views
• Embedded learning and hands-free knowledge share into the day-to-day workflow
• Systematically capturing baseline data on the as maintained performance of equipment
• Create a closed loop of customer insight tied back to the field with reminder of new 

opportunities

Product 
engineering

Sales

360-degree 
view of 

operations

Interaction channels
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